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ABSTRACT 

          World Wide Web acts as storage repository and it 
used for an information retrieval. while, fetching 
information through user queries, a search engine in a large 
and  un-effective collection of document. To avoid these 
conflict and to improve the search engine, I propose Novel 
based approach. This approach states two strategies: 
clustering and prioritation. Based on the user search goals 
the information is been restructured dynamically and it is 
been clustered and based on ranking algorithm, it is been 
prioritized. 

Keyword: Clustering, ranking-algorithm, prioritization 
process, World Wide Web. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The World Wide Web (WWW) is an large informatics 
center. It is been an storage repository for an millions of 
web pages is interlinked with each other [5].It contain 
information like text, audio, video ,image, e.t.c.., It is 
estimated that WWW has expanded by about 2000 % since 
its initial growth was  doubling to its size of every six to ten 
months [1].Due to rapid growth of information sources 
available on the WWW and growing needs of users ,it is 
becoming difficult to manage the information on the web 
and satisfy the user needs. To represent the user search, 
queries may not exactly represent users’ specific 
information. for an example, if an user search for an 
newspaper “THE SUN” United kingdom newspaper ,but 
user will get the result regarding Solar-system “SUN”, it is 
been an irrelevant result. Using web restricting method, the 
result relevant to the user search  is been restructured at 
time-bound manner [2],[3],[4].  Based on the restructured 
data-set ,clustering of relevant data-sets are been done.  

 
 
Clustering is used as a data processing technique in many 
different areas, including artificial intelligence, 
bioinformatics, biology, computer vision, city planning, 
data mining, data compression, earth-quake studies, image 
analysis, image segmentation, information retrieval, 
machine learning, marketing, medicine, object recognition, 
pattern recognition, spatial database analysis, statistics and 
web mining. 
       
        In this paper, I propose novel approach to predict the 
user search query, based on the user search ,queries flaws 
from multiple source are been retrieved and re-structing 
strategies are been applied and clusters are been formed. 
After clustering ranking algorithm is been used to prioritize 
the resultant data-set. Finally result is been stored to 
appropriate data source. 
 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF NOVAL 
BASED FRAMEWORK 

  
This framework consist of three process:-Re-structing, 
Clustering and prioritation. This three strategies used to 
improve the user search goals and improve the performance 
of search engine . 
 

2.1  RE-STRUCTING METHOD 
AND THEIR RULES 

 
Some rules to be consider for an re-structing . There are 
two rules to be considered Rule-1 and Rule-2,which was 
stated below.  
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Fig 1.(a) Initial structure of an  
          Data object (On) 
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fig 1.(b)   Reassigned to Orandom  
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Fig 1.(c) Progressive search 
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Fig 1.(d) Re-assigned to Orandom. 
These re-structing process consider each and every data-set 
in database as object. if an user request for an query, based 
on the search result, appropriate  object are fetched and 
assign the structure with p,(pivot pointer).pivot pointer 
extend its structure to other related object sets. It will set 
the match (or) not match constraint. based these structure is 
been formed. 
 
RULE-1 :- Each and every object should be present in any 
one of the cluster. 
 
RULE-2 :- Each cluster should have an single object. 
 
           So ,by using these above rules ,based on subject and 
information ,objects are been related and it acts an vital 
path to form an clusters.    
 

3 .    THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR 
     CLUSTERING AND RANKING 

An clustering is an process is done using orclus [7] is an 
extended version of the algorithm Proclus[8].this 
algorithm is divided into three distinct phases: assign 
cluster, sub-space determination and finally merging. 
During the assign phase, the algorithm iteratively assigns 
data points to the nearest cluster centers. The distance 
between two points is defined in a sub-space dimension E, 
where E is a set of orthonormal vectors in some 
(fig.2.,)dimensional space. Subspace determination 
redefines the subspace associated with each clusters by 
calculating the co-variance matrix for a cluster and 
selecting the orthonormal vectors with the least spread 
(smallest Eigen’s Values). 
Clusters that are near each other and have similar directions 
of least spread are merged together, during the merge 
phase. The number of clusters and the size of the subspace 
dimensionality must be specified. 
 
A statistical measure called the cluster sparse coefficient is 
provided which can be inspected after clustering to evaluate 
the choice of subspace dimensionality. The algorithm is 
computationally intensive due mainly to the computation of 
co-variance matrices. ORCLUS uses random sampling to 
improve speed and scalability and as a result may miss 
smaller clusters. The output clusters are defined by the 
cluster center and an associated partition of the data-set, 
with possible outliers. 
 An ranking of data-set or web oriented  documents, an 
page ranking algorithm is been used. This algorithm has 
three phases: page initialization, page calculation, 
page_prioritation.   
 
Page initialization: After clustering of each data-set, an 
web document is been constructed. 
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Fig 2. SUBSPACE DIMENSION E, WHERE E IS A 
SET OF ORTHONORMAL VECTORS 

ALGORITHM 

 Step1: Create a Text-List (by links). 
Step 2: Take query as a text: a String. 
Step 3: For each Text in Text-List do: 
             (a) Construct Text-Vector-Space. 
            (b) Construct Domain-Dictionary of words. 
            (c) Using Statistical-Model() and Domain-
Dictionary,  Calculate relevance-value of Text with respect 
to Query. 
             (d) Construct Domain-Ontology of the Text. 
             (e) Calculate Domain-Similarity of Text value with 
Domain data-sets. 
          (f) Determine the maximum of Domain-Similarity 
value and relevance-value and call it Relevance-Score. 
Step 4: Goto step 3 until no text is left in Text-List or no 
more texts are to be considered. 
Step 5: Arrange the text (links) according to decreasing 
order of relevance-score and assign them ranks. 
Step 6: Display the texts according to their ranks. 
Text-Vector-Space: Consists of text words their weight-
age. 
Domain-Dictionary: Consists of text-words (nouns, 
pronouns, synonyms and their weight-age). 
Domain-Ontology: A graph containing concepts as nodes 
and relations as edges. 
Domain-Similarity is calculated for the Text with respect 
to Domain-Data-sets. 
Statistical-Model is used to calculate the relevance score 
of text with respect to domain-Dictionary. 
 
  FIG 3.  ALGORITHM FOR PAGE RANKING. 

 

 

 

Page calculation: In this process, for each and every count 
of user search, an count for every single search is been 
done. In this counting strategy, an particular weight is been 
assigned for clusters and if any data-set wasn’t unique and 
it was interlinked among several links(hyper-link),that kind 
of data-set was partitioned using web text process. 

Page prioritation: in this paper, I have proposed an real 
time strategy for prioritation. If an user selects for an 
several links and it was been recorded by repository  

TABLE 1.1   Selection of web content done by user         
search. 

For an example, if an user-1,2,3 selects an link for same 
query search, if an new user starts search for an same 
query, based on the prioritation and page ranking 
algorithm, end-user will get the links in an prioritized 
manner, that have shown in TABLE.1.2 

 

TABLE 1.2   Prioritized web contents 

 

 

                

 

USERS  LINKS  LINKS  LINKS  

User 1  1  3  6  

User 2  1  4  7  

User 3  1  2  6  

                        
user  

links  links Links links links Lin
ks 

                     
User-
4  

1  6  3  4  2  7  

.d1     .d2 

E 1 
.d3    .d4 

E 2 
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IMPLEMENTATION: 

                               We have implemented Ant based clustering  algorithm in our project with visual studio as the IDE and 
C# as  the programming language. CLUSTERING is one of the process involved  in our algorithm, it is an extends of other 
two process namely, prioritation and optimization. Screen-shot of clustering process is been picturized at below. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                          FIG 4. CLUSTERING PROCESS 
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4. CONCLUSION                                                                            

The noval based approach of 
clustering and prioritation  provides several ways for 
improving search strategies and thus fetching relevant web 
pages efficiently. An paging algorithm improves the 
ranking by retrieving relevant web pages in the result-set 
produced by the search engine. 
 
The novel ranking model presented in the paper takes the 
concepts. It makes relationship between the concept which 
exists both in the document and the user query to improve 
the retrieval of relevant documents in the result-set and 
finally it was produced by the search engine.  
 
4. FUTURE WORK 
                     
                My  future efforts would be to design more 
meaningful and exhaustive ranking strategy by using 
the  web pages and by deeply statistical analysis 
relevance of documents, so that the semantic search 
engine can evaluate more precisely relevance and 
also the similarity between the web page and the user 
query. The ranking can even be done by any ontology 
already created or automatically creating a new 
ontology for the documents and the user query and 
then comparing them for the relevance score. We will 
also try to make our approach scalable for the 
semantic web. 
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